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SAPHENEIA / SCANNERSIDE SIGNS MAJOR AGREEMENT WITH BC TECHNICAL

DENVER, Colo., USA – Sapheneia-Scannerside, and BC Technical have formed a partnership to
address Legislation and Patient Awareness that has reached a turning point in the U.S. radiology
industry. This proactive move comes at a time when XR-29, CMS Lung Screening, and other
regulations are starting to go into effect and impact medical reimbursements for imaging.
The agreement allows systems that are serviced and sold by BC Technical to receive the
required software upgrades for image optimization, dose reduction, dose tracking, lung screening
and a variety of XR-29 upgrades and patient awareness dose cards.
Mark Alvarez, President and CEO of BC Technical commented, “We wanted to provide our
customers an affordable and simple solution. Rather than having to purchase a new system or
expensive upgrade, our solution will allow them to extend the life of their current system. With
Sapheneia-Scannerside, we provide the latest proprietary software platforms and deliver best in
class service.”
Paul Stashick of Sapheneia-Scannerside states, “Our strategic partnership with BC Technical is
the right thing to do. It provides the best way to deploy urgent solutions to the health care industry
and patient population on a large scale in the United States.

ABOUT SAPHENEIA-SCANNERSIDE
Sapheneia-Scannerside are two U.S. global technologies companies that have come together to
provide a single source solution for the radiology industry. Sapheneia-Scannerside has one of
the most effective, affordable and reliable Comprehensive Dose Strategies in the industry.
Scannerside continues its forefront market position by monitoring compliance laws and building
applications that satisfy the current legislation with rapid product deployment. For nearly a
decade, Sapheneia software has been in routine, clinical use at major hospitals and imaging
centers worldwide, supporting CT scanner systems from all manufacturers, including GE, Philips,
Siemens, and Toshiba. The clinical solutions solve issues for X-Ray, NM and CT and also supply
some of the world’s largest equipment manufacturers with software for ultrasound and other
modalities. www.Sapheneia.com
ABOUT BC TECHNICAL
BC Technical, headquartered in West Jordan, Utah, was founded in 1995. Its comprehensive
expertise in all major OEM medical imaging systems includes the latest PET, PET/CT, SPECT,
SPECT/CT, CT and MR technologies. Offering the same level of resources, expertise and quality
expected from large OEMs, with the added flexibility and value of smaller ISOs, they are in a
category by themselves. BC Technical provides quality refurbished equipment from all major
OEMs, nationwide on-site service in all 50 states and personal technical/clinical support—all with
uncompromised reliability, quality and value. For more information about BC Technical, please
call 1-888-228-3241 or visit them online at www.bctechnical.com.

